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NOVA MINI

NOVA MINI
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Stepless dimmer
10-100% 

Compact floodlight with SMART GRIP providing 1000 lumen

Item no. 03.6010

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
High efficiency COB LED

150-1500 lux@0.5m

100-1000 lumen

1.5-15h Operating time

5h Charging time

IP65

IK07

254g

With its extremely compact and unique design, the NOVA MINI is a brand-new 
hand-held floodlight that is the ultimate “must-have” for professionals in all industries.

Featuring the latest LED technology, NOVA MINI is incredibly powerful and provides up 
to 1000 lumen – which is absolutely unique for such a small lamp. NOVA MINI is supplied 
with a practical on/off button on the side that is also acting as a light control. Adjust the 
light output with the stepless dimmer function in the range of 10% to 100%.

As part of the popular NOVA family, NOVA MINI is based on all the same unique and 
well-known features that the NOVA series is known for. With its compact dimensions of 
only 104x38x96 mm, it is more than twenty times smaller than the NOVA 10K and fits 
perfectly into your pocket.

The lamp is supplied with a special, patented SMART GRIP 4-in-1 system that integrates 
several multi-functions in the same unit. The ring is based on the functionality you know 
from e.g. mobile phones which makes it easier and more convenient to keep the lamp in 
your hand for a long time. It relieves the muscles and increases ergonomics.

The clip is designed to fit the work belt and carry the lamp the entire day, and when both 
hands are needed for a task, the strong built-in magnet can be used for flexible position-
ing. Furthermore, the SMART GRIP can be used as a stand on any available surface.

A charge indicator on the side of the lamp keeps you informed about the 
battery level.

Excl. charger
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